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In this paper, we report a study on the behavior of PEO/MWCNT composites as acetone
vapour sensors.PEO/MWCNT composites were fabricated at MWCNT loadings of 5 to
50% wt. using the solution casting method. Dried composite films were analyzed using
Raman spectroscopy and FESEM. Acetone sensors were fabricated from dried composite
films by monitoring resistance changes due to acetone vapor exposure. Sensor responses
were measured as a function of airflow rates bubbled through a solution of acetone in
water. Effects on sensor response and sensitivity for sensors made up of composites with
different MWCNT loadings were studied. MWCNTs were found to be well dispersed in
the composite based on Raman spectroscopy analysis. Acetone sensing using the
PEO/MWCNT composite showed a trend where sensitivity increased with decreasing
MWCNT loadings but with saturation of measurements at high acetone concentration.
This phenomenon was explained in terms of the electrical conductivity mechanism in
MWCNT, which involved the immobilization of carrier electrons in the MWCNT. Our
results demonstrated that as the sensitivity of the sensor increased with decreasing
MWCNT loadings, saturation of measurements increased with increasing MWCNT
loadings.
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1. Introduction
Acetone is one of the flammable volatile gazes, inhaling or exposing to acetone, especially
to high concentrations, can irritate and harm several organs of the human body [1]. Since acetone
is commonly used, its concentration in the work place should not exceed 400mg/m3 for safety
purpose [2]. Meanwhile, acetone is arguably the most important chemical marker detected in the
exhaled breath of diabetic patients [3].Diabetes disease makes a third of the death toll in the
industrialized countries[4]. Acetone concentration ranges from 1.7 ppm to 3.7 ppm could be
detected in breath of diabetics compared to healthy humans with typically less than 0.8 ppm [5].
Hyperketonaemia disease associated with cattle can be detected by monitoring the concentrations
of breath acetone [6].Hence, detection and measurement of acetone gas is of great significance in
health protection and diagnosis. As such the techniques for the monitoring of acetone are of great
interest. Different methods have been used to assess breath acetone, such as semiconductor gas
sensor, gas chromatography [7] GC-ion mobility spectrometry (GC-IMS) [8]. Laser spectroscopic
techniques based on cavity ring down spectroscopy (CRS)[9,10], in addition to MOS e-nose
[11]and Differential Mobility Sensor (DMS)[12].
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Multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) based sensors including gas sensors have
received much attention due to the special properties of MWCNTs. However, the use of pure
MWCNT is not practical because of adhesion problem where MWCNT are powderized when dry.
To overcome the powder handling difficulties, it is mixed with polymers to form composites. One
example is polyethylene oxide (PEO) which is a flexible polymer that is miscible in water.
Fabrication of PEO/MWCNT composites and studies on their electrical, mechanical and
rheological properties has been reported [13-15]. In all these studies, the excellent electrical
properties were reported with percolation threshold of as low as 0.5-1% mass loading of MWCNT
[14]. The enhanced electrical properties due to MWCNT loading can be utilized as organic vapor
sensors. In the percolated network of the conducting MWCNT fillers in the polymer matrices,
electrons flow through the direct contact of MWCNT or by tunneling between the adjacent tubes at
close distances[16]. The main reason behind the resistance change when conducting
polymer/MWCNT composites are exposed to organic vapors is the disconnection of conducting
pathways, resulting from the immobilization - electrons on the MWCNT surfaces due to the
absorption of vapor molecules [17].
The conventional gas semi conducting metal oxide based gas sensors have provided good
results. However, they have needed high temperatures for their functioning, such as 150 °C ,
220°C, 425 °C regarding TiO2 [18], ZnO [19]andWO3[20]respectively. High working temperature
affects sensor stability and consume high thermal energy. The use of polymer-CNT composites as
vapor sensors has many advantages, for example, it is cheap, portable due to small size, has room
temperature operation, good reproducibility, environmental stability and fast response [17]. Hence,
several studies have discussed the applicability of polymer-CNT composites for vapor sensing [2123].
In this paper, we report the result of a study on the effect of MWCNT loading in
PEO/MWCNT composite on the response to acetone vapour. Composites containing 5, 15, 25, 33,
40 and 50% wt. of MWCNTs in PEO were prepared and exposed to vapor containing acetone
evaporated from a solution of acetone in water. The concentration of acetone was varied by
varying the flow rate of air through a solution of 25% acetone in water.
2. Experimental details
MWCNT of 95% purity, >50nm diameter and lengths between 10 and 15 m were
obtained from Chengdu Organic Chemicals Limited, China, and was used as received. The
MWCNT was dispersed ultrasonically using sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS) solution. Typically
1wt. % MWCNT in 1% wt. solution of SDS in deionized water was sonicated for 1 hour at 25 W
to obtain a stable suspension. Fabrication of the PEO/MWCNT composite was by the solution
casting method. Typically, samples of 1g PEO was dissolved in 50 ml DI water. Under continuous
stirring MWCNT suspension containing different mass of MWCNT was added to the
PEO/MWCNT solution. After being thoroughly mixed, it was then subjected to ultrasonic
agitation at 25 W for two hours. This step aids the homogenous incorporation of MWCNT in the
PEO matrix. Samples with 5, 15, 25, 33, 40 and 50% wt. loadings of MWCNT were fabricated.
Then the composites in liquid form were placed in Petri dishes and left for several days to dry in
air at room temperature. Dried films were analyzed using Raman spectroscopy at 532 nm and
scanning electron microscopy.
To fabricate the acetone sensors, dried composite films were cut into 1.5 cm x 1.0 cm
pieces and silver paint electrodes were applied over about 0.3 mm at both edges. Acetone detection
was achieved by measuring the changes in the sensor resistance due to acetone exposure using a
computer controlled source meter unit. To achieve this, air at different flow rates was passed
through a mixture of 25% acetone in water, to simulate different concentrations of acetone vapor
exposure to the sensor. Typically, a constant voltage was applied across the PEO/MWCNT
composite sensor and the change in resistance was derived from the change in the value of the
measured current due to acetone exposure. Different concentration of acetone was simulated by
varying the flow rate of air flowed through the 25% acetone in water solution to the sample
surface. The relative response, Ar can be written as;
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Where Ro and R are the resistance before and after exposure respectively. An average of five
sensors on and off cycles was taken for each measurement.
3. Results
Fig. 1 shows the raman spectra for PEO/MWCNT composite acetone sensors before
sensing (Fig. 1(a)) and after sensing(Fig. 1(b)). In (Fig. 1(a)) the uppermost plot obtained from
pure MWCNT used in fabricating the composites and showed the typical spectrum for MWCNT.
Three distinct peaks attributed to the D-line at about 1338.8 cm-1, the G-line at 1571.7 cm-1 and the
G’-line at 2677.7 cm-1 are clearly visible. The second trace in Fig. 1(a) shows the spectrum
obtained from composite sample with 50% MWCNT loading. The D, G and G’ peaks are present
in addition to C-H stretching bands of PEO between 2800 cm-1 and 3000 cm-1 [24], their
intensities are much lower than the G’ band intensity. The third trace in Fig. 1(a) shows the
spectrum of 40% MWCNT loading. It shows the same features as 50% with higher intensities in
C-H stretching bands. The same can be said for samples with 33, 25, 15 and 5% wt. MWCNT
loadings where the C-H bands have higher intensities compared to G’ whenever the graphitic D, G
and G’ bands were more subdued. PEO has skeletal vibrations between 400 cm-1 and 1500 cm-1 as
well as in the far infrared region at less than 400 cm-1 [24]. These bands were hardly visible for the
sample with 50% wt. loading. However, in the samples with loadings lower than 50%, the PEO
fingerprint and far infrared bands were evident. The ratios of their intensities to ID and IG bands
depend inversely with CNT loading except for 15% sample.

a)
b)
Fig.1. Raman spectroscopy of MWCNT/PEO films with different MWCNT loadings
(a) Before sensing measurements. (b) After sensing measurements.

In order to evaluate the effect of acetone vapour on the composite, Raman measurements
conducted on composite samples after exposure to acetone are shown in Fig. 1(b). Generally, the
spectra were almost similar to that obtained before exposure except for a subtle difference where
slight enhancement of the MWCNT peaks as compared to the PEO peaks was evident.
Fig. 2 (a) through to Fig. 2 (f) are SEM micrographs of composites with wt. % loadings of
5% through to 50%. The presence of MWCNT was evidently increasing with increasing MWCNT
loading as expected.
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Fig. 2 SEM images of MWCNT/PEO films with (a) 5wt. %. (b) 15wt. %, (c) 25wt. %. (d) 33wt. %,
(e) 40wt. % and (f) 50wt. %, MWCNT loadings.

Fig. 3. Shows the time-dependent resistance response of the PEO/MWCNT composite
acetone vapor sensors. Here, the changes in resistance in the sensor were measured upon 5 cycles.
In each cycle, it was exposed for 3s to acetone vapour generated by bubbling air at flow rates of10
to 100 sccm through a solution of 25% acetone in DI water, then left in the ambient air.
The results of the relative response and the sensitivity of the PEO/MWCNT film acetone
sensors are summarized in Fig. 4. Fig. 4(a) shows the plots of the variation of PEO/MWCNT
composite films relative response as a function of acetone concentration. The obvious trend
observed was that the sensor sensitivity increased with decreasing MWCNT loadings in the
composite sensor as evident by the gradient of the linear part of the curves in Fig.4(a). In addition,
the variation of the sensor sensitivities with MWCNT loadings is shown in Fig. 4(b).
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Fig.3. Five cycles of electrical response of PEO/MWCNT films with 5%, 15% and
25%.33%, 40% and 50% wt. MWCNT loadings due to exposure to acetone vapor at flow
rates from 10 to 100 sccm.
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Fig. 4. (a) Variation of relative response with relative acetone
concentration and (b) variation of sensitivity, of PEO/MWCNT
films to acetone vapor at different MWCNT loadings.

4. Discussion
In Fig.1, the trend of diminishing Raman intensities of the PEO with increasing MWCNT
loadings showed that MWCNT were well dispersed in the composites. After measurement, the
slight enhancement of the MWCNT peaks as compared to the PEO can be due to the erosion of
PEO surface from the composite due to acetone vapor exposure, resulting in surfaces with
relatively enhanced MWCNT content when compared to before acetone vapor exposure. The SEM
micrographs (Fig. 2) indicate the good distribution of MWCNT in the composites, which was
supported by Raman spectroscopy results shown in Fig. 1 (a).
Regarding acetone sensing, the clear reproducible patterns suggest the vapour- sensor
surface reaction while the gas is on and a fast recovery of a few seconds once it is off. The general
trend of decreasing conductivity with decreasing MWCNT loadings is evident, with resistance
increasing from 42  for the sample with 50% wt. MWCNT content to almost 107 for the sample
with 5% wt. MWCNT (As mentioned in the graphs, some adjustments have been applied on
resistance values). Concerning Fig. 4, saturation of measurements seemed to occur for sensor from
films with the two lowest MWCNT loadings. Here, saturation occurred at 60 sccm for 5% wt. and
at 70 sccm for 15% wt. MWCNT loading. The curves for samples with higher MWCNT loadings
remained linear until 100 sccm and showed the trend of decreasing sensitivity with increasing
MWCNT loadings. The observed phenomenon can be explained based on the mechanism of
electrical conductivity in MWCNT. Basically, electrical conduction occurred through the motion
of - electrons on the MWCNT surfaces. At the lowest MWCNT loadings, composites conduct,
albeit with high resistance and even though the MWCNT are not totally in contact with other
spatially. Here, conduction also occur through a tunneling process where electrons may hop
across two adjacent MWCNT situated at close distance. When used as acetone sensors, the
response in terms of an increase in resistance was due to the adsorption of acetone molecules on
the MWCNT surface. This resulted in the temporary immobilization of the - electrons at the
adsorption sites. As evident from the curves in Fig. 3, the sensors recovered their original
resistance after less than 20 seconds. This may be due to desorption of the acetone molecules as
result of local heating as a consequence of increased resistance. Table.1 shows the resistance and
its rise and fall time in PEO/MWCNT composites under 50sccm flow rate.
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Table 1. The resistance and its rise and fall time in PEO/MWCNT composites (50sccm).
CNT wt.%
5
15
25
33
40
50

Resistance ()
4 x106
3332
209
138
87
41

Rise time-Fall time (s)
2.34-12.48
1.82-7.02
2.08-10.4
1.82-9.36
2.08-8.58
2.6-14.29

The short rise and fall time indicate the easy reaction between the gas and the sensor
surface. Based on this qualitative model, it is understandable that sensitivity increased and the
dynamics decreased with decreasing MWCNT loading. The MWCNT loadings that a well
dispersed PEO/MWCNT composited determined the surface area of MWCNT available and thus
the number of - electron sites. The high sensitivity was due to the high ratio of acetone
molecules adsorbed to the number of sites available, thus elevating the values of relative response.
At some point, a saturation was reached where no increase of resistance occurred. Where the
acetone molecules overcame the sensing sites.
5. Conclusions
The effects of MWCNT loading in PEO/MWCNT composite sensor on its sensitivity and
dynamic range to acetone vapour exposure have been studied. In general, PEO/MWCNT
composites have been shown to be an efficient sensor for acetone sensor, where the composite
material can be easily incorporated in actual devices. We have discovered that the sensitivity
increased with decreasing MWCNT loadings while the dynamic range generally decreased with
decreasing MWCNT loadings. We have demonstrated that there is a tradeoff between sensitivity
and dynamic range as a result of MWCNT loadings. Highest sensitivities were afforded at low
MWCNT loadings of 5 and 15% wt. showed saturation of measurements. At higher MWCNT
loadings no saturation of measurements were observed for the range of measurement conducted.
The phenomenon was explained in terms of the electrical conductivity mechanism in MWCNT,
which involved - electrons and the sensor response in terms of increase in resistance were due to
immobilization of - electron as a result of acetone molecules adsorbed on - electron sites.
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